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Aimed at Minnesota law

Mitchell's law review debuts
The 4,500 copies of the first issue
The first issue consists solely of
by Bruce Hanley
The William Mitchell Law Review is student material and was pre- will be distributed free of charge to
ordained as an intramural effort to William Mitchell students and alumni,
a reality.
The efforts of several persevering see whether it was feasible to main- to all judges, county attorneys and
bar associations in the state and to
students and faculty members have tain a law review.
law libraries throughout the country.
combined to produce William Mitchell
Volume two is planned for the end
College of Law's first law review, and of May. The current editor in chief is Total printing cost was approximately
work has begun on the second issue. senior William Macklin. He was man- $12,000, paid by the college.
A law review is a rarity in a night law aging editor of volume one. Research Staff members hope to set up a subschool, according to Michael Steen- editor of the first issue is junior Don scription and advertising policy for future issues to enable the law review
son, faculty advisor to the William Gjerdingen.
to be financially self-perpetuating.
Mitc~ell law review. With a large
The basic objective of the William
number of students working fulltime
Contents
Mitchell Law Review is to address
in addition to attending classes and
itself to Minnesota problems thereby
Note topics are: The Minnesota
studying, the number available to
write for a law review is considerably being of aid to the Minnesota bar. Tax Title: An Argument for Its MarHowever, it was not designed as a ketability - the 1874 Forfeiture Syslower than it is in day law schools.
Marcy Wallace, editor in chief of continuing legal education course. tem From a 1974 Perspective; The
the first volume of the William Mitchell While not a practice manual, it does "Poor Man's Will"Gains Respectabilattempt to give detailed treatment of ity: Using the Minnesota Multi-Party
Law Review and a 1974 graduate
new developments in the law of in- Accounts Act; Cubes of Air: Planning
magna cum laude, personifies the
type of commitment necessary to terest to practicing Minnesota attor- a Condominium Development Under
neys.
the Minnesota Act; and The Third
launch such an effort. After graduaThe editors feel they have accom- Party's Dilemma: The Exclusive Liation last June, Wallace spent countplished their objective in the first is- bility Doctrine, Comparative Negligless hours through the summer and
sue and do not plan a different orien- ence, and the Minnesota Workmen's
fall preparing volume one for publicatation for the second and successive Compensation Act.
tion. The first copies arrived the last
There are case comments in the
issues.
week in February.
areas of civil procedure: Seider with a
Minnesota Flavor - A Federal Court
Imports Quasi in Rem Jurisdiction
Based on Garnishment of Liability
Insurance Obligations (Rintala v.
Shoemaker, 362 F. Supp. 1044 (D.
Minn. 1973); torts: Contribution and
Indemnity in Cases of Absolute
Statutory Liability-In Search of the
Minnesota Rule (Zerby v. Warren,Minn. - 210 N.W. 2d 58 (1973);
products liability: The Victim's ConHot
duct as a Bar to Recovery - The
Minnesota Supreme Court Reaffirms
off the
the Magnuson "Limiting Factors"
(Waite v. American Creosote Works,
295 Minn. 288, 204 N.W. 2d 410
(1973); and labor law: The Duty to
Arbitrate Matters of Life and Limb The United States Supreme Court
Confronts the Safety Strike
(Gateway Coal Co. v. UMW, 414
Finally.
U.S. 368 (1974), rev'g466 F2d 1157
(3d Cir. 1972).
The editors of the first issue, in addition to Wallace, Macklin and Gjerdingen, are: Parrel Caplan, Kay Silverman and Bob Varco, all June
graduates, and Steven Oman, a December graduate. Stephen Bergerson, who graduated in June, was business manager.

press.

Midwestern provisionally accredited

State gets third law school
Minnesota has acquired its third
accredited law school. Culminating
three years of hard work, Midwestern
School of Law in St. Paul was provisionally accredited by the American
Bar Association Feb. 25.
Provisional approval will permit
the current seniors, and the school's
first graduating class to take the Minnesota bar examination in July with
Mitchell and University of Minnesota
law students.
Some 30 students will graduate
from Midwestern this June, all of
them pioneers in the uphill battle for
accreditation. Without provisional
approval in 1975, they would not be
permitted to sit for the bar exam, despite three years of study, even if the
school were subsequently accre-

dited.
Provisional accreditation is a
necessary step to full accreditation
by the ABA. ABA regulations require
that all schools provisionally ap-,
proved must wait a minimum of two
years for full approval.
Twice turned down by the ABA,
Midwestern underwent its third inspection last November. That was followed by a hearing at the ABA's
mid-winter meeting in Chicago last
month. This time the ABA found the
school in substantial compliance with
all of its requirements. The standards
cover physical plant, library size,
number of fulltime faculty members
and general academic and financial
viability.
Since its last inspection in July,

construction of Midwestern's facilities at Hamline has been completed
and more fulltime faculty members
have been added.
Midwestern moved to its fourth
and permanent home at Hamline
University last summer as a tenant
with the possibility of eventual affilicition. Dean Richard T. Oakes of Midwestern expresses the hope that with
accreditation formal affiliation may
take place within a year.
Midwestern's success in the face
of seemingly overwhelming odds
(see Opinion, October 1974) must
be attributed to its single-minded,
highly motivated, hard working student body and faculty.
Midwestern currently has an enrollment of more than 400.

The writers are: James Martin, graphic Arts, and the law review staff.
Selecting a cover for the publicaJerry Relph, Patrick Sweeney and
Michael Wahlig, June graduates; tion also proved to be more than a
David Lee, Larry Peterson, Dwight mere formality. The first choice did
Wagenius and Robert Walker, not work out. Making a second choice
seniors; and third year students Mark further pushed back the timetable.
Meanwhile staff members (stuCatron and Doug Klint.
dents and faculty) were worked
weekends and evenings during the
Volume two
school year and during the summer
Macklin anticipates that the to produce a respectable first effort
second issue of the law review will for William Mitchell.
contain lead articles along with
A general invitation was extended
student material.
to all students to select a topic for the
The second issue will contain less
first intramural law review. The law
student material. Lead articles are
review staff invited students with B
being solicited from members of the
averages in the second, third and
legal profession. Chief Justice
fourth years to write for the second
Robert Sheran of the Minnesota Su- edition.
preme Court and Prof. Donald PeThe first call for student writers
dersen of Capital University Law
School in Columbus, Ohio, a former produced almost on hundred perinstructor at William Mitchell, have sons selecting topics and of those
expressed an interest in providing ar- one hundred, nine persons submitted
ticles. On the local level, Mitchell pro- articles. For the second edition
fessor Peter Thompson and Min- thirty-five persons selected topics
neapolis attorney Mike Murphy, an and eight erstwhile students appear
alumnus, have also shown an in- to be on the road to finishing articles.
Wallace expressed the view that a
terest.
Inquiries to Chief Justice Warren successful law review must have
Burger and Associate Justice Harry thirty or forty writers working on artiBlackmun of the United States Su- cles for each issue.
Incentives for students to write an
preme Court produced no response
from Burger and a letter from Black- article, other ttian glory, include the
mun stating that he is too busy at the chance to become an editor (with a
present time, but he would like to con- partial tuition rebate.)
Perseverance is the key to comtribute to a future edition.
pleting an article and having it pubLong road
lished. Although the number of drafts
The long road to producing volume may vary according to the student
one resulted primarily from the inex- and his or her ability to write, the·
perience of the organizers of the law average for each completed article
review. There was no established appearing in the first issue is three ·or
policy or mechanism at Mitchell to four. Editors were required to help
generate a law review. Staff mem- writers revise each draft to produce a
bers spent a great deal of time work- publishable piece of work.
ing with Prof. Steenson on strictly orAny time a new endeavor is emganizational matters in the 1973-74 barked upon there will be problems,
school year. Many of the difficulties but the William Mitchell Law Review
encountered which contributed to the -has been published and is being disdelay in the first edition have been tributed. It hopefully will generate
solved and should not pose problems enough interest in the legal profesfor future editions.
sion to attract lead articles, and to
Selecting a printer took some time, attract enough student writers to
as well as establishing patterns of consistently produce a quality work
communication and procedures be- that will further enhance the name of
tween the ultimate printer, Typo- William Mitchell College of Law.

OLP still on market;
no decision by board
Rumors that Our Lady of Peace school has been sold are
false, according to R. Stephan Tanner of Towle Realty Co.,
the agent for the seller.
Tanner did say, however, that his firm has received an
offer and that the offer is not from William Mitchell. The
possibility that Mitchell may purchase OLP has been widely
discussed in the past year.
Mitchell board of trustees president Ronald Hachey
reports that the trustees' facilities committee is now engaged
in an intense study of sources of financing and that some
resolution of financial questions is a prerequisite to any
purchase offer by Mitchell.
Some action on OLP by the full board is expected at its
next meeting, to be held Mar. 17 or 24. Tanner indicates that if
the seller makes a counter-offer to the other prospective
buyer, it will include a six-month purchase option.
According to Judge Hachey, no action will be taken on
selection of a new dean until after the facilities question is
resolved.
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editorials
Thoughts on grading
American higher education stands on the brink of chaos.
Never have so many spent so long learning so little.
The present crisis stems from the increasingly widespread acceptance among faculty and administrators of the
fatal educational principle that a student should not be required to do any academic work that displeases him.
If he prefers not to take examinations, he either makes
special arrangements with his instructor or else chooses his
courses from among the evergrowing number that involve no
examinations. If he prefers that his work not be graded, he
arranges in most or all of his courses to receive an undifferentiated pass or fail. If he is concerned about obtaining high
grades, he selects his teachers from among the many who
have yielded to student pressure and now indiscriminately
award A's to virtually everyone. As the dean of Yale's Morse
College recently remarked of her students, "They get a B and
they bawl. It takes a man or woman of real integrity to give a
B ... "
Students have been led to believe they can achieve
without effort, that all they need do in order to obtain a good
education is skip blithefy down the merry road to learning.
Unfortunately, that road is no more than a detour to the dead
end of ignorance. We must reali ze that becoming an
educated person is difficult, demanding enterprise. Just as
anyone who spoke of intense physical training as a continuous source of pleasure and delight would be thought a fool, for
we all know how much pain and frustration such training
involves, so anyone who speaks of intense mental exertion as
a continuous source of joy and ecstasy ought to be thought
eq ually foolish, for such effort also involves pain and frustration.
It is painful to have one's ignorance exposed and frustrating to be baffled by intellectual subleties. Of course, there can
be joy in learninQ as there can be joy in sport. But in both
cases the joy is a result of overcoming genuine challenges
and cannot be experienced without toil. It is not easy to read
inte lligently and think precisely. It is not easy to speak fluently
and write c learly.
It is not easy to study a subject carefully and know it
thoroughly. But those abilities are the foundation of a sound
education.
If a student is to learn intellectual responsibility, he must
be taught to recognize that not every piece of work is a good
piece of work. In fact, some work is just no good at all. And that
he means well is no reason why he should not be critcized for
an inadequate performance . Such criticism, when well
founded and constructive, is in no way demeaning, for the
willingness to accept it and learn from it is one mark of a
mature individual.
Yet criticism of any sort is rare nowadays. As student
opinion is given greater and greater weight in the evaluation of
faculty, professors are busy trying to ingratiate themselves
with the students. Indeed, college education is gradually coming to resemble the Caucus-race in "Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland," in which everyone begins running whenever he
likes. There- are no rules. Still everyone wins, and everyone
must receive a prize.

editor's comment
by Jeanne Schleh

Students, school
benefit from
active Opinion
It's not too early to be planning ahead for the

1975-76 school year. There w ill be some important changes at Mitchell, including a new dean and
possibly a new physical plant. There will also be
new SBA officers, new law review board members, new student clinical directors - and a new
Opinion editor.
My aim as editor has been to help reflect the
changing nature of the school, its students and
faculty at a time when great changes are taking
place. Mitchell students are more actively involved
than in the past both with school affairs and with
problems in the larger legal community. My interest in being editor was not just to keep the
students and staff informed and to encourage their
involvement (sometimes by incurring their wrath)
but also to reach the more than 2500 alumni,
judges and other members of the bar to whom the
Opinion is sent. It is a time when their interest and
involvement is sorely needed. All of us stand to
benefit from a favorable image of the school in the
community.
For these reasons I have convinced myself at
least that the Opinion is an important service, and
we have gotten some good feedback from the
outside. If you agree, I strongly encourage you
to contribute your time and talents.
Producing the Opinion is by no stretch of the
imagination a one-person task. The editor needs
all the help he or she can get. Every issue published during this school year has involved the
efforts of 20 to 30 people, including students, faculty and outside contributors.
Two staff members are compensated. The
editor-in-chief receives half tuition. The business
manager makes a 15 percent commission on all
ads sold. All others, including many who have
regularly contributed substantial amounts of their
time, are uncompensated. Words are insufficient

Rebuttal
To the Editor:

Having ventured into the William
Mitchell Opinion dated February
1975, I noticed, with great interest
and some alarm, your article concerning grading. And, apparently,
since I am the object of your barbs, I
would like to make two corrections
and to respond to your loose comments on the subject.

Excerpted from a Jan. 6 editorial in the Minneapolis
Tribune. The author, Steven M. Cahn, is chairman of the
philosophy department of the University of Vermont and
the author of "The Eclipse of Excellence."

Beginning with a correction, you
state that I gave half of my class
grades lower than 70 on the midterm. Actually, I gave 28 students
such "scores." (I gave " scores" and
not grades as you state. There is a
difference betwee.n grades and raw
scores.) This figure turns out to be 43
percent of the class. You further state
that I gave "thirty percent" grades
lower than 65. Actually, 16 or 25 percent of the class received such
"scores." However, I am certain you
simply meant to convey the general

STATEMENT OF POLICY
The William Mnchell Opinion is published by the Student Bar Ass<>ciation of the William Mnchell
College of Law for the purpose of educating and informing Mnchell students and alumni of current issues
and affairs of law and the law school. In furtheranc·e of that pu,pose, the Opinion will present the views of
any student. faculty member, alumni, or the administration.
The Opinion will endeavor to consider fully and thoughtfully all material to determine its relevance
and appropriateness before publicatioo. Such consideration wili be made with the assumption that
freedom of the press wnhin the law school is no less a fundamental right than outside the law school; and
in view of the Opinion's recognized responsibility to the members of the student bar, practicing attorneys.
and faculty and administration of the law school. Ednorials represent only the opinion of their wrners.

to express my appreciation for their work. The
hard fact is there would be no Opinion without
them.
One of my goals as editor has been to
broaden the base of contributors. The more there
are, the less demanding the job is fo r everyone
else - and the more interest ing and representa-·
tive the product. A few outstanding new staff
members this year were completely unknown to
me before they volunteered. Most, however, were
drafted as a result of my knowing they had a particular talent or interest.
That leaves an awfully large number of people unaccounted for. Don't wait for me or some
other staff member to find out about you. Come out
of the woodwork. If you have a special talent - or
would like to learn writing, photography, layout,
advertising skills, etc. - volunteer. The best way
to learn is by doing. If you're engaged in a project
- or if you know of something - that would make
interesting reading, volunteer. There will be one
more issue this school year.
If you are interested in being considered as
editor-in-chief, associate editor or business manager for next year, let me know by March 21.
Leave a note in the box at WMCL 105.
The editor-in-chief, under the present constitution, is elected in the spring by the student
body at large . A screening committee, consisting
of the current editor, the SBA president and the
dean or his faculty delegate, will nominate no more
than two candidates. Others may be nominated by
petition. Each applicant must submit a one-page
statement of his qualifications and reasons for
seeking the position by March 21 . Candidates and
their platforms will appear in the April issue of the
Opinion.
Associate ed itors and business manager are
appointed by the editor-in-chief.

letters,-------------

A democracy, however cannot afford to transform its
educational system into a Caucus-race, for the success of a
democracy depends in great part upon the understanding and
capability of its citizens. And in the complex world in which we
live, to acquire sufficient understanding and capability requires a rigorous education.
If we fail to provide that education, we shall have only
ourselves to blame as misguide-ct policies in our universities
contribute to the decay of our democracy.

WILLI.AM MITCHELL OPINION
Editor-in-chief .................................................... ...................Jeanne L. Schleh
Associate editor ......................................................................... Mindy Elledge
Associate editor ............................................................................ Edward Lief
Photography editor ...................................................................... Dan O'Leary
Photographers ..............................................................Jim Lundin, Bill Moore
Business manager ...................................................................... Frank Gerval
Secretary ................................................................................... Roberta Keller
Artist ........................ , .......................Stephen Halsey
Staff: Joe Cade. Duane Galles, Kathy Gearin, Frank Gerval, Jim Lur.din,
Patrick Martyn, Jim Yates, Allan Shapiro, Lou Tilton, Bruce Hanley, Bruce
Douglas, Steve Corsen, Circulation: 3,800.
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ballpark figures and not the exact figures.
I am bothered by the inference in
your statements on vindictiveness,
arbitrariness and competency that
the "problem" appears to be the professor. As I tell all students who inquire about their scores and grades,
they should examine themselves first
before putting the responsibility on
someone else.
In addition, I infer from your
statements you believe that only a
certain percent of students should
receive scores or grades below 65
and below 70. I do not subscribe to
the theory or practice that my scores
may feel that the grouping of students
into grade categories, e.g., 5 percent
below 65, 10 percent below 70, is a
very good practice. I disagree. I find
that this practice too artificially provides people with a measure of their
performances.
Moving to your final remark about

"the instructor's competency must
also be addressed," I suggest you
reexamine your comments. You
should first try to understand what
responsibilities are imposed on the
teacher, and also what responsibilities are imposed on the student.
Second, you should try to translate
these into measurable standards.
And finally, you should undertake a
fact finding mission to determine if
one or the other, or both, in a particular instance are failing to meet these
standards.
Possibly after you have completed this process, you will find that
you have injected more rationality
and fairness into the consideration,
and are much nearer your goal of
determining competency.
My door is always open to students
who wish to discuss the course content or their problems with it. Andrew W. Haines.
Assistant Professor of Law

More immortal 'lines'
To the Editor:

After reading the last Opinion I silently thought, isn't it great that in a
few short articles on the registration
debacle everything that anyone
would possibly care to know about
registration lines was written? I
mean, nobody could.add one iota to
what's already been written, right?
Wrong! The Bard centuries before

had already covered the topic:
"I fear these stubborn lines lack
power to move." Love's Labours
Lost, IV, 3.

"Yon gray lines that fret the clouds
are messengers of day." Julius
Caesar, I, 3.

"His wife, his babes, and all unfortunate souls that trace him in his
line." MacBeth, IV, 1.

"And in that very line, Harry,
standest Thou." 1 Henry IV, I, 3.
"I will not look upon your master's
lines. I know they are stuff'd with protestations and full of new found
oaths." Measure for Measure, I, 4.
"Till I root out their accursed line."
3 Henry VI, I, 1.

- Joe Herbulock
Fourth year student
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the dean's column
by
Douglas R.
Heidenreich

Seniors urged to join,
benefit from, state bar

The semester is half over; in slightly more than
two months the balance of the class of '75 (more
than half having graduated in January) will go
through commencement exercises and begin
intensive preparation for the bar exam. Next year
at this time most of these graduates will be
beginning to feel like real lawyers and by 1980
they will be seasoned members of the bar.
During their last two years in law school many
students have become student members of the
Minnesota State Bar Association and some have
had the opportunity to serve on committees or
otherwise participate in the Association's work.
For the most part those who have had that
experience probably consider it to have been a
valuable one. With some the experience may have
been frustrating because of the "deliberate
speed" with which many of the Association's
committees proceed.
The purpose of this column is to encourage all
seniors upon admission to the bar to become
members of the Minnesota State Bar Association.
Although in some states membership in the Bar
Association is mandatory, Minnesota's Bar
Association is a voluntary one. A lawyer need not
be a member of the Association in order to practice
law within the state. Nevertheless the vast majority
of lawyers in the state are Association members
and a significant percentage of them are active in
the work of the Association.
Many of the advantages of Association
membership are self-evident: The opportunities to
make social contact with fellow lawyers; the ability
to participate in favorably priced insurance plans;
the receipt of the Association's magazine, Bench
and Bar; these and other benefits make
Association membership a worthwhile investment
for any lawyer.

There are, however, much better reasons for
joining the Association. Those of you who have an
opportunity to visit with lawyers and judges from
other states will soon discover that Minnesota's
bench and bar rank among the very best in the
nation. Minnesota lawyers and judges are
intelligent, capable and diligent far beyond the
standards of most other jurisdictions. As a result
the lawyer in Minnesota can look forward for the
most part to practising with women and men of
integrity and ability.
We in Minnesota have one of the best public
defender systems in the country; we have one of
the best continuing legal education programs in
the country; we have one of the nation's best
systems for the disciplining of errant attorneys; it
appears that we will soon have the nation's first
mandatory continuing legal education system. All
these things and many more are examples of the
concern for the public and the profession that is so
evident among the vast majority of the members of
the Bar of Minnesota.
What has this to do with membership in the
Minnesota State Bar Association? A review of the
history of the development of these and other
programs will demonstrate that the Association, its
officers and members have formally, informally, or
both, played key roles in the development of these
programs. Even more importantly perhaps, the
Association through its committee structure
continues to seek to improve the administration of
justice. For example, Association committees
have worked and continue to work on the question
of the appropriateness of the certification of
specialists within the profession. Would
certification result in better, more efficient and
cheaper legal services to the public? Could the
system be administered in an efficient way so as to

develop better, more experienced and more
skillful practitioners?
Other committees wrestle with the questions of
how best to get legal services to those who are
unable to obtain them. Is prepaid legal insurance a
workable system? What kind of safeguards should
be provided so that good legal services are made
available to participants in group legal services
programs? How can free legal services be
efficiently provided to poor people outside of the
Twin Cities area?
These are only a few of the questions which
the Association studies, discusses and seeks to
resolve. The problems are complex and some
perhaps incapable of solution. However the
Association has never refused to deal with a
question because it is difficult. Recommendations
to the court, lobbying efforts in the legislature,
public commentary in the newspapers - all help
to advance the Association's proposals.
One reason for the effectiveness of the
organization is the fact that new members, even
those just out of law school, are warmly received
and encouraged to participate. Every young
lawyer who wants to be active in the work of the
Association will find his or her name on a
committee list when the new president has
completed making committee assignments next
fall. Any lawyer who sincerely wants to improve
the profession and to have a beneficial effect on
Minnesota's system of justice must participate in
the work of the Minnesota State Bar Association.
The dues are modest, particularly for new lawyers;
the benefits are incalculable. I urge all graduating
seniors at their earliest opportunity to join and
become active in the Minnesota State Bar
Association.

sba president's column----by
Joe
Cade

As students, we are req uired to strive diligently
in the pursuit of a legal education, our efforts being
constantly evaluated along the way. If a student's
performance falls short of that expected by the
instructor, that performance is likely to be reflected
in the grade he or she receives. But what about the
instructors? Should not the high standards of intellectual and professional responsibility that students are held to be applicable to them as well? If
an instructor's performance falls short of that expected by the students, what can the students do?
A student can complain first to the instructor
and then to the dean, but if the problem persists,
there is no other remedy short of boycotting or
dropping the course. Feeling that those alternatives are unacceptable, the SBA board of gover-

Constructive review procedure
would aid students, faculty
nors has set up a committee to investigate what
other schools are doing and bring back a recommendation. Note that while the board may devise
whatever procedure it likes, without the support of
the administration, we are not likely to have any
success. Therefore, it is essential to devise a procedure that is reasonable to the administration.
The aim should be to encourage dialogue and to
find solutions, not to launch vendettas. Student
and faculty suggestions are welcome.

•

For those of you interested in social
interaction, plans are underway for a couple of
good parties. The annual SBA wine tasting party
has been scheduled for Friday, Mar. 14. The SBA
Spring Smoker will take place in early April.

Placement volunteers needed
For those of you interested in jobs, we have a
placement committee whose function has been to
assist the placement director in her efforts to find
you employment. Since the members of that
committee will be graduating in May, we need
some third year students to take their place. Any
volunteers?
Finally, for those of you interested in investigative techniques, watch for the Extra Hour in
April featuring private investigators and former
police detectives.
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Professor discusses 'dodo' students
by Roger Haydock
Today in Legal Archeology class,
we shall discuss the demise of a law
school student body. Recent excavations have revealed that the William
Mitchell College of Law existed in the
Twin Cities area during the last quarter of the twentieth century. These
diggings have turned up remains
identified as members of the studentus bodus species. Prior to this discovery, we thought that no student
body ever existed at Mitchell, certainly no effective student body, and
that, at best, only some imposters
pretended they were students. How~
ever, these recent discoveries establish that something like a student
body did exist for some period of
time.
Our preliminary examination of
the corpses indicated that the bodies
had not died of any natural diseases
or illnesses. This finding fascinated
us. We wondered why otherwise
seemingly healthy and allegedly
bright female and male students
would die of unnatural causes. Our
legal pathologists were soon able to
isolate and identify an astonishing
array of the causes of death. Artifacts
and other remains enabled us to reconstruct the life and times of this
now extinct species. The summary
to follow describes how the students
lived and why they died. You may or
may not find the conclusions surprising.
Dangerfieldism. Most of the students had contracted a disease before their deaths known as dangerfield ism: No respect. No one respected the student body, neither the
faculty, administration, trustees,
alumni, public nor the students themselves. We were not sure at first what
caused this student respect vacuum,
but most of the corpses died from
many other diseases, and so we concluded that students contracted (with
a lack of consideration) dangerfieldism in their weakened condition
caused by the following described illnesses.
Facial Aberrations. We discovered some corpses with no faces.
These students apparently could not
face their problems or themselves.
The artifacts indicate that a good
number of problems did exist at
Mitchell, but one problem the students ignored was themselves. They
apparently moaned and groaned
about most anything, and unsuccessfully blamed the administration, faculty, trustees, and kitchen sink, but
seldom if ever saw themselves as
part of the problems. They failed to
evaluate themselves individually and
collectively and then lost face with
others.
Criticitis. A large number of the
corpses had deteriorated vocal
chords caused by speaking unfounded and unjustified criticisms.
Amazingly, students publicized their
use of vitriolic opprobriums in the
school newspaper providing us with a
variety of recorded examples of this
infantile phenomenon.
A. Students reveled in using expletives to assert and defend their
positions. Defaming school policies
as " ridiculous, inane, incredible" justified in the students' minds any need
to support these one liners with facts,
data, or reasons . The expletive fad
reached its zenith when one issue of
the school newspaper consisted of a
raspberry superimposed on a photograph of William Mitchell.
B. Students also voiced criticisms
through generalizations without having to worry about their accuracy.
However, generalizations based on
inaccurate facts were an improvement over expletives based on no
facts.
C. Students seldom felt any compelling need to refute school policies
they disagreed with . Students assumed that school policies were per

e. Student criticism also resulted dents did not participate in school ac- cept to demand a high grade. Appar- students outright cheated on examiin typically contradictory positions. tivities or organizations. Students ently, students were never cured of nations. Some students worked toDuring the registration reform could have sought solutions to school gradenucleosis.
gether on take home exams, violating
movement of 1975, 97% of the stu- problems through existing student
The FP Syndrome. The bodies direct in structions to answer the
dents supported the senior prefer- organizations but failed to do so. The of a large number of student bodies questions by themselves. Other stuence plan permitting seniors to regis- SBA had many committees with an contained cancer cells brought on by dents plagiarized papers or handed
ter for elective classes before third impressive number of students, but a variety of organisms.
in documents otoer students had
year students. Interestingly, one year few meetings were called , fewer studone or previously handed In. All
earlier, 97% of the student body pre- dents attended, and even fewer stuA. Many of the cells were caused these students justified their conduct
ferred reforming the curriculum to dents implemented committee re- by psychosomatic illnesses. We dis- by such Ehrlichman isms as: theeliminate required courses during the commendations. Other student or- covered an article written by an SBA end-justifies-the-means, everyonethird year, permitting third year stu- ganizations suffered similar fates president explaining that he experi- else-does-it, no-one -llkes-thedents the freedom and opportunity to with some faithful meeting attenders enced "frustration" and " pessimism" course-or-professor ,
ano
elect the courses they prefer. The but few faithful doers. Soon these at Mitchell. Many other students ap- the-assign men t-is-m ickey-mouse,
senior preference plan would well student groups lost credibility; and, parently contracted this illness, evi- among others.
nigh eliminate that option for third after the class of 1974 graduated, no denced by medical reports in the stuStill other students knew that
year students and put juniors in the records indicate that subsequent dent newspaper describing physical
disadvantageous position they were student bodies did much of anything attacks on faculty members (off with these students cheated but failed to
report such cribbing.
under the old curriculum. This con- to promote change at the school.
some member's head), human
tradiction and others appeared durWe also found several bodies
Mental Dystrophy. We found in female sacrifices {which a later article
ing every academic year as the stusome of the minds of the corpses branded as sexist) and students can- with an abandoned form of the Nixon
dent chameleon body changed. Innibalizing other students during toxic. These students used to rifle
terestingly, one record we disco- remnants of a distorted view of the some event called registration. through the law library, stealing
·
educational
process.
First,
these
vered reported that some time after
Countless other articles claimed that books, cutting out pages, marking up
the registration hassle, 97% of the students thought that the law school the law school administration was un- materials. The librruy administration
faculty
had
an
obligation
to
teach
students voted to eliminate all final
finally posted a guard at the library
them the law without any obligation responsive and insensitive.
examinations and grades.
door, but his untimely death at the
on their part to learn. Students exThis diagnosis at first baffled us hands of a group of students who
Student Paralysis. Many of the pected professors to lecture on black
until
we discovered that no other per- stormed the reserve desk ended that
bodies were afflicted with a crippling
letter law, to answer all questions
disease known as inertia. Many stu- raised and to discuss "practical" son affiliated with the schoo l except protection. The student body failed to
dents had an uncanny devotion to things. Students complained when students suffered through these de- take any action to solve the problem
avoid any educational exertion and
professors analyzed the historical pressive states. We then concluded but some students did complain to
would stop at nothing to avoid doing background of legal doctrines, dis- that this despondent attitude unique the library administration about "the
something. The same students who cussed the rationales of legal princi- to students was-self-inflicted through library's problem."
had time to criticize found no time to
ples and asked why. Students a psychosomatic process. Students
Dummitis. Several of the corp·
do something to solve problems.
wanted to comprehend without prep- apparently paid some $1,200 a year
to
attend
a
school
they
were
told
by
ses
had their heads on backwards.
During a curriculum reform
aration, effort, or thinking .
other students would be a frustrating We thought at first these bodies were
movement during 1974, the student
Second , these students sought
body did nothing to bring about re- to learn only what the protessor ex- experience. Students then returned the ones used by ventriloquists be·
forms. Pitifully few students did any- pected of them to pass a course. year after year still paying their cause they very closely resembled
thing. Only 28 students attended four They had no quest for the knowledge money, becoming frustrating, com- dummies, but then so did a good
open meetings during 1974 to dis- to become an effective attorney; plaining more, and doing nothing to number of the other corpses. We discuss curriculum reform, and an addi- rather, their educational approach solve the problems or help them- covered shortly, though, that thes€
tional 2 students submitted positive consisted of a minimum effort to ob- selves. Naturally, they developed a students simply refused to accept the
recommendations . During a registra- tain a maximum grade. They only pessimistic viewpoint which gradu- responsibility that went with being a
tion reform movement in 1974, stu- sought to satisfy the demands of the ally worsened, producing some can- student. We uncovered a stone table!
listing a Code of Student Rights ap·
dents failed to propose a viable alter- professor and not their dulled desire cerous cells.
parenUy venerated by students. Sig·
native to the first come, first serve to learn.
8. Other cells were produced by a nificantly this tablet made no mensystem. Some students thought of
The professors fell prey to these
two alternatives: a senior preference educational misconceptions and student cancer known as rumurism. tion of correlative student respon·
Students circulated unsubstantiated sibilities. The students demanded
plan and a lottery system.
began to expect little from students
The senior preference plan would and, soon thereafter, to demand less statements about the school and, their rights but many refused to accircumvent two school policies estab- from students. These expectations worse, began to believe such rumors. cept the obligations that went with
lished during the 1974 curriculum re- by both students and faculty became Soon, students guided their educa- such rights.
form : (1) third year students would self-fulfilling and too many students tional conduct according to unnot have an opportunity to register for allegedly graduated from the school. founded, undocumented statements.
Myopia. A good number of the
Interestingly, law students who were
most limited enrollment courses and
bodies suffered from myopic vision.
Gradenucleosis. Some of the
trained
concerning
the
unreliability
of
(2) many courses would not be mixed students died from shock after seeing
Students saw and discussed only the
with third and fourth year students to the ir grades. Some others committed hearsay statement s accepted the problems-at William Mitchell, seldom
avoid the academic slowdowns that suicide. These students apparently truth of such comments without ob- the advantages. Our records Indicate
jection. Most of the rumors were too
occur in senior only courses.
that the school had a modern curexpected much higher grades. DurThe lottery system would result in ing the 1970's, inflationary grades stupid and too inane to be written riculum providing students with a
more arbitrary and capricious proce- swept college campuses resulting in down even by students. However we balanced legal educat ion . The
dures than the first come, first serve half of some undergraduate bodies found some etchings scribbled on the school's clinical program with its
system because the rotating number- making the dean's list and 25% of bathroom walls, some in picture form, large number of courses and quality
ing system could not offer all students some senior classes graduating cum and all classic rumors.
Instructors ranked as one of the top
an equal opportunity to choose laude. Some of these students who
C. Still other cells were produced programs in the country. The faculty
courses.
subsequently attended professional by student expediency. Each student consisted of scholars and practitionThese same students also failed school believed in these statistics class had a particular complaint that ers providing students with a sound
and expected corresponding inflated revolved around its self interest. theoretical and practical legal backto take advantage of school procegrades.
•
Fourth year students demanded a ground. The school permitted and
dures that would benefit them. A
At Mitchel~ a 75 was a middle C registration system that would give encouraged students t o work at lawplacement office existed to assist
related jobs so they could learn both
students in locating jobs. Yet stu- and, theoretically, an average grade them preference over thi rd year stuin a classroom setting and experidents were less than cooperative with above and below student per- dents. Third year students wanted
ence the law in an apprentice setting.
the
freedom
to
elect
courses
so
they
formances
evaluated
accordingly.
with the placement director by not
provid ing necessary information, But many students felt that an 80 could choose one professor who Many students ignored and never
missing interview appointments, and should be the average grade for vari- gave high grades and demanded lit- appreciated these and other attributes. Their tunnel vision cost them
not reporting obtaining a job. A fa- ous reasons. Some students used tle work over another who did neither.
an
opportunity to learn much more
Second
year
students
yelled
about
the
nice
person
test:
"I
am
a
nice
culty existed to assist the students in
during law school.
the learning process. But the vast ma- person; I sometimes attend class; I the retest procedures and supported
jority of students graduated without like my fellow person; I occasionally a probation system that elimin ated all
Conclu sion . Lastly, we found
ever having talked to, approached, prepare for class; I like Ike; I even academic failures. And first year stu- excerpts from an article written durbecame
educationally
debated with or met with a faculty read some of the class materials; I dents
in g 1975 evaluating students and
member outside of formal class like the professor; I usually show up paranoid by believing most of the warning them of their impending
hours. Students seldom approached for the exam; ergo, I deserve a high rumors that circulated around the doom. Students largely ignored the
faculty members with educational grade, like a 142." Other students school.
article and continued to contract the
questions or problems. Students thought that since they put in a lot of
Larger problems , such as the very diseases ttie article described.
complained , back-talked about, time for the course that they deserve space problem, admission require- Some students did attempt to refute
hooted at, but would not take the logi- a high grade, not realizing that aver- ments, and minority affirmative ac- the article, but, as usual, this criticism
cal, rational, and available avenue of age work in the course required the tion programs, received some notice jid nothing to solve the problems at
discussing the nature of the com- putting in of many hours and not dis- but did not fall within the established the school. Unfortunately, we do not
plaint or question with the professor. tinguishing between quantitative and bitching patterns of the several clas- 1<now how soon after the article apStudents would then blame the pro- qualitative class performance. Other ses.
peared that the student body became
fessor for doing nothing about some- students did not recognize that law
extinct.
Some of the bodies died of
thing that no one complained aboutto school demanded more than underThat will be all today, students.
him or her. The 1975 SBA president graduate schools and that law pro- Nixonism, a toxic poison that sapwanted to formalize a faculty fessors evaluated student perfor- ped professionals of their ethics.
grievance procedure; yet students mance on a higher expectation level Student attorneys apparently were Roger Haydock is clinical profeslaw at William Mitchell. The
never took advantage of the existing than college professors. Still, stu- not immune to such normative sor
informal procedures of talking di- dents griped about grades , but sel- deaths. The poison entered the- stu- author's use of hyperbole is
dom, if ever, approached a faculty dents' minds causing them to intended to stimulate thought and
rectly with the professor.
And, many of these same stu- member to discuss the grades, ex- r.ationalize all sorts of actions. A few not necessaril 1 to portray facts.
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Blind attorney says
doubters were his
greatest handicap

Paul Marino gives first "Introduction to Law" lecture to intent/aw spouses and friends
Feb. 12. The 8-week series, offered by Mitchell faculty members, meets Wednesdays
at 6:30 p.m. in WMCL 103 through Apr. 16.

Tierney comments on lawyers'
image, no-fault, malpractice
by Ralph Carter
While Watergate did much to lower
the legal profession in the public
mind , the individual still trusts his
personal lawyer, according to Paul
Tierney, president of the Minnesota
Trial Lawyers Association.
Much of the public distrust is aimed
at the trial lawyer because he is the
one the public thinks of first. It is up to
trial lawyer associations to upgrade
their public relations efforts and their
public image, Tierney continued .
Speaking at the Feb. 22 Phi Alpha
Delta (PAD) luncheon, Tierney told
his audience to think of law as a service to be performed for a client. The
lawyer must not be so dependent on
a fee, that he pursues what he thinks
is a meritless claim by his client.
Attending the luncheon at the Lexington Restaurant were students
from William Mitchell , Midwestern
School of Law, friends and spouses
of law students.
Noting that no-fault pioneer Jack
Davies is a member of the William
Mitchell faculty, Tierney stated that
no-fault legislation would not have a
great impact on trial lawyers. The
smaller cases covered by no-fault

never got to the attorney in the first
place, he said, and the large cases
will go to the attorney anyway. Tierney theorized that Minnesota's nofault legislation might even increase
the need for trial lawyers because an
injured person may feel that his insurance company is not adequately
compensating him.
Another topic of great interest to
trial lawyers is medical negligence.
Tierney spoke of the conspiracy of
silence facing many lawyers taking
cases in this field. This is one of the
most expensive areas of negligence
for the attorney because the expenses often outweigh the recovery,
he said. Unless the injury is substantial, there is no effective recovery for
an injured patient. The only way to
get a witness in many medical malpractice cases is to get one from
out-of-state and this makes the costs
prohibitive. It is also difficult for an
out-of-state doctor to be a witness on
local standards of care.
The alternative, Tierney said , is to
set a binding arbitration plan between
the bar association and the medical
association. A draft agreement to that
effect, which Tierney has been work-

ing on, is the result of a series of
negotiations over several years. A
final agreement could be reached as
early as this June. The tentative
plans call for a panel - probably to
be made up of an attorney, a doctor
and a layman. If an injured patient
should decide to sue, he could use
the findings of the panel to help
breach the conspiracy of silence .
Large medical verdicts, while making big publicity, often fail to cover the
plaintiff's costs. Tierney cited a recent case in which the plaintiff recovered $1,600,000 but had provable future medical costs of $990,000.
Tierney concluded by urging students to become members of the
Minnesota Trial Lawyers Association. He cited achievements of the
association , including removal of the
wrongful death limit, assuring a right
to sue for damages under no-fault.
Current legislative proposals backed
include pre-judgment interest (getting interest from the time of the incident), lifting the 120 day dram shop
notice and allowing insurance companies to be named as the real party
in interest.

Music notes

Spring offers 'food of love'
by Stephen Parrish
William Shakespeare, who, it is believed, was once a law clerk, had the
romantic sensibility to write " If music
be the food of love, play on ." Considering the hectic pace of most Mitchell
students, it is not unreasonable to
assume we could use more music
and more love. The former at least
can readily be provided , and at a
reasonable price.
With the recent opening of the
Minnesota Orchestra's Orchestra
Hall, Minnesota has become the
musical home of one of the most
acoustically superb concert halls in
the world. To embellish on the
honor, we have one of the country's
better orchestras . This orchestral
season has been , and promises to
be , one of Minnesota's best. For
$3.50 and a student I.D. , Mitchell
students can enjoy one of this
season 's concerts. The 8 p.m. concerts are performed Wednesdays at
Orchestra Hall, Thursdays at
O'Shaughnessy Auditorium and Fridays at Orchestra Hall.
On March 26-28 music director
Skrowaczewski will conduct a program of Wagner, Britten and Mozart.
On April 2-4 Antal Dorati, former conductor of the Minneapolis Symphony,
will be guest conductor, and on April
16-18 Kazuyoshi Akiyama will conduct.
In addition to these weekly concerts , the Minnesota Orchestra will
have some special events. The most
notable will be the appearance of the
renowned cellist Mstislav Rostropovich on March 13. On March 15

and 16 the lecture-concert series
" Explorations with Skrowaczewski"
will return, featuring the music of
Stravinsky. Qn March 23, 3 p.m. ,
guest conductor Leonard Slatkin will
direct " The Many Faces of J. S.
Bach ." Prices for these special
events vary with the concerts .
The "food of love" is especially inexpensive when the Sf. Paul
Chamber Orchestra performs. For
$1 .50 or "pay - what - you - can, "
students may reserve a seat to see
the country's only professional
chamber orchestra. This unique
group, under the baton of the inimitable Dennis Russell Davies, always
provides a varied and intimate concert. Guests in the coming weeks will
be mezzo-soprano Janis Hardy
(March 11 ) , composer Francis
Thorne (April 1-2), and avant-garde
composer John Cage (April 15-16).
Tuesday concerts are at Macalester
College and Wednesday concerts at
Walker Art Center, both at 8 p.m.
Opera is also available in the Twin
Cities. Because of financial difficulties the St. Paul Opera has had to
cancel its season . But, the Minnesota Opera Company will be in
full swing this year. "Gulliver" will
be performed March 7th and 8th at
the Guthrie Theatre. Mozart's "The
Magic Flute" may be seen April 4 and
6 at O'Shaughnessy Auditorium . Tickets are $7.50, $5.00, and $3.50.
Students receive a $1 .50 discount on
all of these prices.
Some other interesting musical
events in the cities are: "Fifth Sun:
Renaissance Music in Mexico, "

by Ralph Carter
When Harold Krents represents a
client in a trial, he starts out with a
sympathetic jury. As the trial progresses, these advantages to the attorney who is blind dissipate, but
other advantages, and disadvantages, arise.
The principal disadvantage, says
Krents, is the inability to see the physical evidence. The facial expressions
of the jury are unimportant to Krents
because he is so attuned to sound
and physical movement that he
knows how he stands by the jury's
mutterings and shiftings.

National attention focused on
Krents as a freshman at Harvard Law
School in April 1968 when he received a 1-A classification from his
draft board. The resulting press conferences catapulted him to the major
television and radio talk shows. Listening to one of these programs
moved playwright Leonard Gershe to
write a play about a well-adjusted
blind man . The result, "Butterflies Are
Free," has been a popular production
both on Broadway and across the nation .

Having developed extrasensitive
hearing to compensate for his blindness, Krents can tell by the tenor of a
witness' voice, which he contends is
a quicker and more accurate method
of gauging cross-examination than
visible expressions , if he is touching
on a sensitive area.
Another distinct advantage, maintains Krents, is the photographic
memory he has been forced to develop. Thus he is able to remember
exactly what a witness said two days
before when he conducts crossexam in at ion.
A trial attorney for the firm of Surrey, Karasik and Morse of Washington, D.C. , Krents has been visually
impaired since birth. With a determined family to support him, Krents
refused to retreat from the world of
the sighted but rather fought to do
what others take for granted.
The story of this fight, from birth
until passing the bar examination, is
told in his autobiography "To Race
the Wind. " A witty and delightful, yet
poignant book, Krents recreates his
victories and defeats: president of the
student body at Scarsdale High
School, almost dying in a snowstorm
as an undergraduate, a second year
at Harvard Law School so difficult
that he never attended classes but
used 30 readers a week and listened
to tapes of lectures to keep abreast of
the reading materials assigned.

Sympathetic with today's graduating law students attempting to find
jobs, Krents noted that he was turned
Concentus Musicus, March 26, 8 down by over 40 law firms, some of
p.m. at the Minneapolis Institute of whom he didn't even apply to, before
Arts; the Civic Orchestra of he found a job. The major obstacle
Minneapolis playing Mozart, was attorneys who realized that if
Stravinsky and Ives, March 23 and they were blind they would be unable
24 ; a Benevoli mass and to research the law. But Krents had
Beethoven ' s " Mass in C Major, " met and conquered this problem in
March 16 and 17, respectively, The law school. He does his leqal re,
Church of St. Agnes , 548 Lafond search by telling his secretary whatto
Ave., St. Paul.
look up and read to him. He takes
In popular music, Seals and Croft braille notes and later dictates his
will appear March 20, 8 p.m. at the memorandum. Because this method
Met Center. The Irish Rovers will be requires greater concentration than
at the St. Paul Civic Center March 16. for a sighted lawyer, Krents must be
There will also be a jazz concert at more demanding in his research. The
the Whole Coffeehouse March 16.
result: his points and authori!i.es are
Music, the food of love, is having a often more thorough than those of
bumper crop this year. Enjoy.
opposing counsel.

Krents

Active skier
An avid sports e·nthusiast, Krents
refuses to let blindness relegate him
to the sidelines. He has been an active participant as a skier and football
player, where he has been a quarterback receiver (it's easy if you just run
the pass patterns correctly, he says)
and defensive back.

The reason so many lawyers are
sports fans, Krents theorized, is
because the dryness of the law
forces them to look elsewhere for
their relaxation and enjoyment.
Krents was in the Twin Cities in late
January on behalf of Recordings for
the Blind, a non-profit organization
which provides free educational
tapes to high school and college students. These were a major source of
learning material in college and law
school for Krents.
Currently mediating a dispute in~
valving a Kuwaiti shrimp company
which bought defective trawlers from
Poland, Krents may soon be traveling
to Geneva, Switzerland , and the
Middle East. This is not unusual for
Krents. His Washington , D.C., law
firm specializes in commercial litigation and international arbitration.
Perhaps the most valuable asset
Krents has is his ability to laugh at
himself. He characterizes himself as
a person who just happens to be
blind. " Blindness," he says, "does
not play a very large part in my life."

Briefs? Prospectuses?
Offering Circulars?
Financial Printing?
Stock Certificates?
W e are s pe c ial ist s Y o u be the judge . Aut o mated , ta pe
op e rat e d hot m e tal and ph o to co mposition a va ilable
Da y and night se rvi c e . Ra d io controll e d trucks for
pickup and delivery . E x peri e nced Reliabl e A c cu rat e

Hayward Legal Publishing Co.
Successor to Hayward Court B.rief Co . and under new management

501 PARK AVENUE . MINNEAPOLIS , MINN.
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Coping with marriage and law school:
by Jeanne Schleh
Editor's note: The research and
interviewing for this article was
done by staff writers Kathy
Gearin and Frank Gerval and
the editor. After discussions,
the article was compiled by the
editor.
Vignette One: The first year of
law school had made marital difficulties worse. There were six
end-of-year exams. After the first,
she took the three kids and left
him. He never took the rest.
Vignette Two: She had come to
the Twin Cities to be near her
fiance and had started law school
for something to do. He thought
she would flunk out the first year.
When she not only passed but
ranked near the top of the class,
he broke off the engagement two
weeks before the wedding.

These are the types of horror
stories most law students and
their spouses or friends have
heard rumors of. Few would deny
law school pressures exacerbate
marital strain, but figures are elusive. Those involved are inclined
not to talk about it - at least not
with fellow law students or law
spouses.
As a very rough index, a
comparison of school airectories indicates that about a
fourth of those seniors who
were at one time married during
their law school careers no
longer are - or have new
spouses.
That figwre astonished one of
the law wives consulted on this
article. Yet, so did the one divorce
she knew of. The woman, who
had been very active in Law
Wives, suddenly and inexplicably
dropped out. Her friend in Law
Wives, who had spent a lot of time
with tiler and who had socialized
with her and her husband, never
knew there had been difficulties
until she heard divorce papers
had been served.
Tlilat type of "closet" divorce
may not be all that unusual, nor,
for that matter, marital problems
short of divorce which the couple
does not discuss with outsiders.
In an effort to find out just what
type of strains the four-year ordeal
of night law school puts on a marriage - and how to cope with
them - the Opinion interviewed
married COl!Jples, divorced students and former law spouses. To
protect their privacy, all names in
this article are fictitous.
In looking over the interviews,
there was little that could be
synthesized, little in the way of
consensus. With the exception ot
learning that the law school experience generally resulted in
making the non-student spouse
far more self-sufficient and independent (except for those who
were already extremely independent), we concluded there was
neither a "typical" law school marriage nor a "typical" law school
divorce. We were dealing with individuals who had made very personal adaptations - either more
or less successfully - to the
common ordeal.
The experienced portrayed
below can in no way be assumed
to be representative of the crosssection of Mitchell marriages and
divorces. We have no way of
knowing whether they are or not.
But each person interviewed had
something valuable to say to
others attempting to combine law
school and marriage. It wouldn't
surprise us at all if marrieds and
formerly marrieds find much to
identify with.

•

Tim and Joan, married seven
years, have three pre-school children. They're from a small town
and will return to one. They had

been married four years before
Tim ever started law school. He
has worked fulltime at a job he
doesn't enjoy but which pays well
during all four years. Joan has not
worked since her children were
born. She did not attend college.
Their lives for 3Y2 years have
been work-school-family. They
thought they were psychologically
prepared when Tim started. "We
knew it was going to be rough,"
says Joan, "but I didn't think he
would be gone that much or study
as much as he does."
The first two years were the
worst, they both agreed. It was
impossible to study in their small
apartment, and Tim was gone
most evenings and weekends.
Moving into their own home
helped. "At least he's at home,"
Joan said. But it's still a rare night
that he goes to bed before midnight.

Fear of
failure
And then there was the anxiety,
the rear of failure, intensified by
family responsibilities. Tim was
too conscientious. "I felt that unless I did everything possible to
umderstand the courses, J could
only elalilile myself if I fluril<ed out."
There wer,e {;ross r,>ressures such a schedwle took him away
from his famil',(, but it was for his
family.
One of tme problems, says
Joan, was not getting enough affection, occasionally feeling you
weren't ap13reciated. A kiss goodnight while he was studyimg might
go unnoticed.
Tim didn't want to see lilis children growing up without participating in their lives. When one child
was a baby, Joan set his sleeping
schedule so that he would be
awake when Tim came home from
class.
To help cope with Tim's
scfiedule of work, study and
school, they've made a point of
scheduling family time and time to
be alone together. They regularly
reser;ve time between work and
school - often just suppertime to spend with the children. One
night a week is for them without
the children.

Make time for
each other
"I wish we had the money we've
spent for babysitters over the last
four years," joked Tim. But not really. The time together has been
too important to them. A mistake
he feels many married law students rrnake is trying to save
rmoney by not spending it on entertainment. Free time, they bott:l
feel, should be enjoyed. You can
pad your bank account after law
school.
Law school has had some important side benefits for Joan.
"I've become much more independent," she says. "I've learned
to get out on my own, I've taken
courses and gotten involved in my
own projects and I have my own
friends."
Law Wives became important
to her, not so much for meetings
as for moral support and socializing. It remains the source of much
of their social life.
There was never any question
about going to summer school.
Time with the family was just too
important.
Tim says he knows Joan has
made a sacrifice these last four
years. And it's obvious he appreciates it.
They've made some adjustments to get through law school,
and there will be others when it's
over. But it's all down hill from
here, they feel.

•

Law school may in some in-

stances be the result of a rocky
marriage. Going to Mitchell requires an unusual reason, in the
opinion of one senior who is now
divorced. It takes "some bit of insanity or great motivation, something more than the average drive
to put up with the misery and pressures." He was able to release
frustrations in another area of his
life by completely absorbing himself in law school.
"I'd recommend it to anyone
with an unhappy marriage," he
said.

more likely to be spent playing
Scrabble or just talking than going
out.

Money may be
key conflict
Barb feels strongly that the root
of most problems she has seen in
other law student marriages is
money - one or both parties
overspending in anticipation of
eventual wealth. Where there's
clear agreement on finances and
an ability to live within a limited
budget and to defer major nonessential expenditures, it's a real
confidence builder. Otherwise,
both feel, it's a real irritant.

•

Roger and Barb are another
older couple with children who
have also been married for more
than seven years. Roger, a senior,
is the breadwinner. Barb is a fulltime mother. The marriage, like
• Tim and Joan's, is a solid one. But
for all these similarities, there are
some striking differences between the two couples and their
outlook on law school.
The law school decision for
them was a mutual one. Part of
it was that when Roger is done
and the children are in school,
Barb may go to graduate school
herself.
Im the meantime, like Joan,
Barb finds it essential to get out of
the house and to have her own
interests and projects. She does
volunteer work, belongs to a very
active book club (and is a voracious reader) and wofiks in a food
co-op.
Unlike Joan, she titas always
been very independent. "She
doesn't depend on me," says
Roger. In fact, it is Barb who has
handled the finances, researched
major purchases and made most
of the major decisions in tlileir marriage. When they decided to buy a
house, it was Barb who took an
adult education course on how to
buy a house, became the expert
on real estate lingo and financing

•

Fran and Mike had been married about 1V2 years before Mike
started law school. The marriage
had been going smoothly. They
had both enjoyed a relaxed student life while Mike finished his
undergraduate degree. They
thought law school would be more
of the same. It wasn't.
Fran worked fulltime and Mike
part-time, but with four nights a
week taken with classes plus
weekend study time, there was
suddenly a drastic decrease in
their free time together. Fran felt
school came first, then Mike's
friends and that she was on the
bottom. She resented him taking
precious free time to be alone or
with friends. "I would nag him
about it and then feel I was the
cause of his not doing well and
feel worse." She felt put upon. "I

felt I was trying so hard to be a wife
and to have a family life together,
and he wasn't cooperating."
They split in April of Mike's
freshman year, and he dropped
out without taking exams. They
were divorced. Both agree it was a
direct result of law school pr,3ssures.

Starting over
paid off
Mike stayed out a year and then
restarted law school. He benefited
by the year out - he felt more
mature, less intimidated. Mike and
Fran also took the opportunity to
re-evaluate themselves and each
other. They're now back togethe
"There's no doubt in either v;
our minds that being together is
where it's at," said Mike.
Many things have changed the
second time around. Fran now
encourages Mike to be by himself
or to be with his own friends. She
no longer feels threatened by it.
She has far more interests of her
own. They have more confidence
in each other. There's a circular
effect. "My change," says Fran,
"has helped him be more relaxed." The result is that the tension is gone and without being
forced, they are spending more
time together than the first time,
and wanting to.
And law school? Despite the
fact that both agree the second
year is worst than the first, "As
long as we're back together, it
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tivism that shaped their interest in
law school. While Roger works
within what he describes as the
illiberal power structure of a corporate law firm, it is Barb, says
Roger, who keeps reminding him
;:rr ~~!!n

~~e~ school and where

Getting antsy
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oger e1ng gone so much and
her staying home with the children
was getting antsy need·
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away.
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The number one liberator,
which Barb can't recommend
enough to others in her position, is
the neighborhood babysitting co-
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op to which she belongs. It works
on a system of debits and credits.
No money ever changes hands.
Each member can call up and
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Marriage counselor
by Marne Long

Do married couples entering graduate school have realistic
expectations? What kind of problems do they encounter? How do
they solve them? Consulting psychologist James F. Martin leaned
back in his chair, looked out at Minneapolis from 40 floors up and
spoke n the subject. "Graduate school is damned tough," he ·acknodwhledbge_d. Many people do not know what thedy are getting into,
an e e 11eves many would not have started gra uate school if they
had known how bad it would be.
F
th·
t
t d
h
d
or one 1ng, o many s u ents t at gra uate degree is allimportant; social activities, families and even spous s are of secondary concern. And that can be a very threatening feeling for that

~~:b~e; ~~itt~~:it=h~n~~~h;;
some free hours. It also has the
side benefit of allowing you to get
to know your neighbors.
Most of their conscious planning to deal with the work-law
school syndrome involved the
ch .ildren . Rager regu Iar Iy gave
them their baths to have some
regular time with them (and to
spare Barb a task she didn't like).
In retrospect, they now feel they
perhaps should have done more
conscious pla ·
f
Of r
each other.
nning
ime or
Entertainment costs have been
minimal during law schooJ. Both
very budget-conscious ("it's an
area we agree on 100 percent,"

m

said Roger), their time together is
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spou~~ney is a very common problem. One spouse usually ends upworking to support the other as a student. Dr. Martin feels that the
working spouse must have a good self image; there must be confidence that he or she is contributing not only to the checking account
but also to the marriage. A spouse who may be stuck in an uninteresting, dead-end job for the sake of meeting tuition payments is bound
to resent the position sooner or later - and needs positive reinforcement from his or her spouse.
A major problem in graduate school marriages is alienation -of
emotions, of time, of interests. The student's school subject is usually technical and specialized, and the spouse may find that he or she
simply cannot compete with it or keep up with it. Discussions wi' ,
fellow students automatically exclude the spouse and cut him or her
off from an important part of the student's life.
The women's movement is changing the traditional roles of the
husband as student, the wife as mother and/or job holder. Dr. Martin
added that many women are no longer willing to support husbands in
graduate school for the sake of the husband's career alone. The wif·,_
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Experts tell their successes, failures
doesn 't make any difference
now."

•

Not all divorces that occurred in
law school are the result of law
school pressures. " If anything,"
says Janice, the ex-wife of one
Mitchell student , "law school
helped keep us together at first. It
was a joint venture , we both
wanted it, it was very important
and I wanted to put him through. I
was never asking for his time."
The problems in the marriage
were brought to the fore in the
summertime when law school
pressures were gone. They faced
each other directly, realized they
Neren't communicating and split.

•

Ryan and Ruby made it through
law school together. "We were
married the Saturday night before
school started in 1971. We had
one night in a Holiday Inn and the
next day we were off to St. Paul by,
U-Haul. "
Ryan is a 1974 December
Mitchell graduate. Both he and
Ruby feel that law school had little
effect on their marriage. "If anything," she says, " it has made us
closer. "
Ryan and Ruby attribute their
success in law school and marriage to realistic attitudes and a
lack of extreme expectations for
post-law school life. Their approach to life my be somewhat
unorthodox, but it's tough to argue
with happiness and success .

"We lived together a year before we got married," Ruby said .
"That gave us some time to adjust. I made it clear from the beginning that I wasn 't going to iron
shirts."
" My fate as a law student has
been TV dinners and rumpled
shirts, " Ryan rejoined , " but I love
TV dinners."
That is an example of the type of
adjustments and communication
that has taken place between the
Ruby and Ryan. Both of them are
college graduates; Ryan from an
elite eastern college and Ruby
from a midwestern university.
They went to high school together
and grew up in the same northern
town they hope to never settle
down in .
" Law school can be good ammunition fora divorce," Ryan said ,
" but I can't understand how it can
seriously be a strain on a marriage." Ruby is not quite so sure .
" It could be a strain ," she said ,
" but not if a couple gets along and
faces life realistically."

while we were in law school. My
expectations have changed."
For Ryan there were no expectat ions to change. " My expectations had nothing to do with Mitchell, " he said . " Mitchell did nothing
in particular for me . The only expectations I have are the things I
can do for myself. "
The couple emphasized the importance of a free and easy attitude towards life. Ruby got a
night job when Ryan began classes so that they would be together
during their off hours. " We kept
mornings free of obligations,"
Ruby said , " and after 10:30 at
night was play time. "
Ruby said she never bitched
about Ryan wanting to relax with a
drink after class and didn't feel
slighted if he preferred Johnny
Carson to her on occasion. She
would join him.
On the other hand Ryan never
ignored Ruby during the traditional times of stress in a law
student's life. " During exams our
love life is much more active,"
Ryan said. " When I get tense I
seek tension outlets . During
exams I keep Ruby real happy."

Changing goals
Facing life realistically meant a
c hange in some attitudes for
Ruby. " Four years ago I planned
on putting Ryan through law
school so when it was all over I
could have kids , a fenced split
level house in the suburbs , two
station wagons, the whole bit,"
she said. ," But now I know I'll be
working for the next 20 years. I
want to travel and socialize as I did

'Better a lover . . .'
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Ruby smiled and said, "Better a
good lover than a good lawyer. "
Both Ryan and Ruby put great
importance on an active social life
and keeping up contacts with
non-law school acquaintances .
They said a social life need not be
expensive. " When we started
Mitchell our gross income was
$240 a month ," Ryan said. "An
85 < pitcher of beer and some
friends at the local bar can be a
good time," Ruby added .
By and large their successful
tenure at Mitchell had to do with a
seemingly indefatigable good natured attitude towards life in general. Now that school has ended
that same attitude seems to carry
on. As this inteNiew ended , Ryan
and Ruby were off to Diamond
Jirrn's for a celebration . A celebration of what? Of life!
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to speak Mar. 16

fully intends to have a career of her own and will not sacrifice her own
graduate school or long-range plans for his.
Children may also place a strain on the relationship, demanding
time and emotional output from the student and decreasing the
amount of time the spouses have together.
Dr. Martin, who has a degree from Drake Divinity School, and an
M.S. degree in educational psychology and a Ph.D. in education ,
both from Indiana University, believes that developing good
communication skills is extremely important to a good marriage. "If
you can deal well with your feelings regarding differences in your
marriage, " he says, "then you 'll be able to deal with other aspects as
well, and be able to keep your marriage a growing, changing relationship ." Many people can see their relationship slowly dying and
don't seem able to do anything constructive to save it.
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year and decided on divorce. It
was a bad year. But, says Bill, not
without some valuable side effects . What he describes as a martyr synd rom took over. He buckled
under, poured himself into it and
;~~~~-best grades that year in law

Mutual support and encouragement would have been a
pleasanter way to do it, he adds.

~:;~

Dealing with
post-divorce skids

~::'

After the divorce and during the
second year of law school, he hit
rock bottom. After six years of
marriage, he needed to talk things
out, re-establish himself socially
and gain self-confidence . He
hated the bar scene (" a total
nothing " ). He wanted to meet
people in situations conducive to
growth .
For him, the "We Care" program was part of the answer. He
described it as a self-help therapy
group . His met at the Wilder
Foundation 's center at 919 Lafond
Av. Other " We Care" groups meet
throughout the metropolitan area.
Most people in it were having
marital problems or divorced. The
group, said Bill, helped him put his
own lile in perspective. Some participants, he said , " had really gone
through hell and made amazing
comebacks. " His difficulties

m~

Formula proposed
Any communication tends to follow a formula, believe it or not,
that reads Tl= .07V + .380V + .55NV. Reduced to simple language,
this means that the Total Impact of one's message is given 7%
verbally, 38% vocally and 55% nonverbally to whomever one is
talking. With these percentages in mind, it's not hard to see that the
actual words spoken can have little impact in getting a message
across, that tone of voice and "body language " have even more
impact. Indeed, one's spoken words may be in direct opposition to
one 's emotional message. So better communication is not just a
-natter of talking more effectively-speech is only a small part of it.
Dr. James Martin is scheduled to speak at William Mitchell
Sunday, March 16 at 7:30 p.m. in room 103. This scheduling
time hopefully will enable couples to attend.
As Dr. Martin explained, " It doesn 't do much good for one
spouse to return home and try to explain interpersonal communication . It is an aspect of marriage both spouses must deal with ."

lated matters a week before
school began . He and his wife and
their daughter had just moved to
the Twin Cities and were committed to a one year lease. They
stuck it out until the end of the first

:!JI

seemed minor by comparison.
Some he couldn't empathize with
at all. "There were some very sick
people - the type of person who
divorces an alcoholic and then
seeks out another one." But most,
he said , participate, make some
gains, begin functioning again and
leave.

Divorce: 'not a
social disease'
The similar experiences within
the group made it more comfortable, more understanding and less
critical than people generally are.
" When the average person finds
out you're divorced, his reaction is
that it's 'too bad .' But it's not really.
It was painful, but I've grown a lot
and I think it's been a healthy
thing . Divorce is not a social disease. I've got a lotto offer and a lot
to give. It's just a matter of finding
a relationship that clicks."
He did not want to get reinvolved without some introspection
and some change. A mistake
many divorced people make, he
feels, is to dive into a new marriage without finding out what was
wrong the first time.

Child of divorced
pair source of
pain, joy
An additienal problem in Bill's
divorce was separation from his
daughter to whom he is very
close . Durin~ the first year of law
school, she was the main reason
they stayed together...- but not a
sufficient reason . The stability of
her parents was more iirnportantto
her and them . Without her, Bill
says , tie and his ex would have
gone their separate ways and
never seen each other again. As it
is, they've resolved any bitterness
between them, have a cordial relationship and have made a point of
not putting their daughter in the
middle. He spends every other
weekend with her and longer
periods in the summer. In the past,
exams-most recently, the barinterfe~ed with that schedule, but
Bill says the separation is too painful to make that sacrifice again.

•

He was studying. She entered
wearing something skimpy and
deliberately provocative. He didn't
notice she was there. She called
his attention to her presence. He
looked up and said, " Isn't a little
cold for that outfit?"

•

Louise and Brad, now a senior,
were married after his first year of
law school. During that first year,
she had been out of state attending graduate school herself and
from that distance wondered " why
every lawyer I met kept insisting
that law school was the most miserable experience of his life. " She
soon found out.
Brad's studying and classes
during their first year of marriage
(and his second in law school)
made him so tense that he often
had trouble sleeping , which in turn
made him more uptight.
Sometimes, said Louise , she
wondered how much of the tension was from law school and how
much of it was just a Brad she
hadn't known well enough before.
They made a conscious effort to
take Saturday nights off from
school. "It became almost a
ritual ," said Brad, "to go out to
some nice place on thRt night."

Study elsewhere
Brad believes that his decision
to do all studying outside of their
apartment was a good one to help
keep from getting on each other's
neNes "I have to have it especially quiet to study.''
After a very tense second year
exam week, they decided to split

up for future exams. Louise
moves in with her family and Brad
stays in the apartment. "It helps
my study schedule, " Brad says ,
"and in all honesty I am impossible to live with at that time.' '
Both are looking forward to the
end of law school and not too worried about the adjustment. But it
has shaped their lives. Privacy
has become important to Louise ,
and she plans to continue to make
free time for herself. Besides,
"when Brad's around I'm not as
efficient.'' Brad believes his first
few years in practice will be so
busy that they will still spend a lot
of time alone.

•

In addition to all the changes
and adjustments that Jack's acceptance to law school had
brought on, Jack and Carol were
still adjusting to each other. They
had been married barely half a
year.
When they moved to St. Paul in
August , they set two priorities :
one, getting Jack graduated , and
two, getting out of the Twin Cities
and back to their hometown up
north.

Only solution:
move home
Carol is certain, as is Jack, that
her dislike for the metropolitan
area can be cured only by moving
back to their hometown.
But for now they're taking things
a year at a time. " Right now," said
Carol, "the plan is getting Jack
through the first year."

•

For the most part, Marge and
Jim, who married just after both
completed college and just before
Jim started at Mitchell, feel their
adjustment has been smooth .
Both work fulltime, but Marge
thinks of herself as the wife of a
student. She likes that role ,,
They've gotten used to living fr\lJgal ly, and they enjoy being free of
the responsibilities and strings of
" real" life. They've postponed decisions such as having children,
and the longer they wait, the less
intriguing such commitmemts
seem.
She worries a little about how
she 'll adjust to playing the role of
lawyer' s wife. Just having Jim
finish law school and take the bar
in a year will be an adjustment.
"We may find out after all this that
we don 't even like each other."
In the meantime; law school has
the benefit of making time together special. They never argue,
says Ma~ge, except about housework. Jim is by far the more fastidious housekeeper and ends up
doing much of the scrubbing , vacuuming and general neatening up.
There are occasional low times
for Marge, such as always going
to family gatherings alone and getting asked, "Where's Jim?" or
going through exams and feeling
abandoned and martyred . "He's
not there and you know why inte II ectu a II y, but emotionally
you still feel it."

Moments make
it all worthwhile
And there are the rewards. "I
remember the first summer he
found out he had passed . I've
never seen him so excited . I
thought, 'No matter what happens, I'll remember this, and this is
worth it.'"
But they're also loo king forward
to the end of school. Jim can 't wait
to have time to take night adult
education classes in household
repairs, etc. "He's always wanted
a house so he could do things, "
says Marge. "Eventually he'll be a
delight to have around."

Our thanks to all who so willingly told us their experiences.
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Early look at '75 session

Many criminal justice bills in hopper
by Scott Holdahl
At noon on Jan. 7, 1975, the Minnesota Legislature convened for the
sixty-ninth time. As of late February,
over 1100 bills were introduced.
Many, if passed, would have a
substantial effect on the criminal
justice system and are of particular
concern to those attorneys and
Jaw students who practice or
contemplate practicing in that field .
The purpose of this article is to briefly
mention some of those bills in order
to forewarn the practitioners of what
they may be facing .
The Legislature operates on the
committee system. It is the duty of the
committees to analyze the bills within
their particular areas and to either
recommend their passage in one
form or another or to reject them.
There are four committees of major
importance to the criminal justice
system, two in the House of
Representatives and two in the
Senate. Those committees and their
respective chairmen are: JudiciarySen. Jack Davies; Health, Welfare
and Corrections - Sen. George
Conzemius; Judiciary Rep.
Richard
Parish ; and Crime
Prevention and Corrections - Rep.
Donald Moe.

New criminal rules
First and foremost of the major
considerations before this legislature
will be the Proposed Rules of
Criminal Procedure. The legislature
passed the enabling legislation in
1971 to empower the Supreme Court
to appoint an advisory commission to
draft the proposed rules. Late in 1974
that commission distributed its final
version . Briefs have been submitted
and oral arguments presented to the
Supreme Court. The Court has yet to
issue the final version which is due to
become effective on July 1 of this
year. Although nothing has been
introduced as of yet, it appears that
the rules must obtain final approval
from the legislature before they
become effective. The final outcome
has not been determined, but it is a
good bet that judges, prosecutors,
defense attorneys, police and
defendants will be laboring under a
new set of procedural rules come
July 1.

Traffic
By sheer volume of bills, the
greatest concern in the criminal
justice area is with traffic regulation,
particularly drunk driving. Sixteen
bills have been introduced to amend
the penal area of traffic regulations.
Nine of those bills increase the
penalty for DWI. Three bills, HF 310
and SF 274 and 416 would reduce
the legal intoxication level from
0 .10% to 0.05% blood alcohol
content. In addition to the
misdemeanor penalty in traffic court,
SF 416 provides for a six month
revocation of the offender's drivers
license while companion bills HF 310
and SF 274 would provide a
mandatory one year revocation for
the first offense, one year revocation
and participation in a chemical
dependency rehabilitation program
for the second offense and a lifetime
suspension of the drivers license for
the third offense. HF 314 would
reduce the level of legal intoxication
to 0.075% blood alcohol content ,
while HF 159 would require all those
convicted of DWI to attend a drivers
improvement clinic. SF 48 would
increase the time of license
revocation following conviction and
require attendance of drivers
improvement clinics and require that
a person be "certified competent to
drive by . .. an alcohol abuse
treatment program. " SF 486, HF 50
and HF 258 deal with requiring
pre-sentence investigations for those
convicted of DWI, or other traffic
offenses involving alcohol.
A bill in the traffic area that causes
some concern among defenders is
SF 415. It creates the status of
" Habitual Traffic Offender." One
would become an habitual traffic
offender by virtue of three
convictions , within a five year period,
of misdemeanor or felony traffic
offenses (DWi, driving after
suspension or revocation of a drivers
license, reckless driving, operating a
vehicle without a license, and others)
or by ten convictions of moving
violations within a five year period.
These include petty misdemeanors
such as speeding, improper lane
change, failure to signal a turn,
making a rolling stop, etc., as well as
some misdemeanor violations.

Those who have driven over 55 invited a large number of persons
mph or changed lanes without involved in the juvenile area to
signaling ~en times in the past five consult with and testify before the
years could face a five year subcommittee. The subcommittee
revocation of their drivers license. plans to hold a number of hearings
Those foolish enough to drive during and to gather information before
that five year period would face making specific proposals. Rep.
felony charges and lifetime Nelson has indicated that specific
legislation will probably be
suspension of driving privileges.
Other bills in the traffic area introduced in 1976. A bill has been
include : SF 516, which creates a introduced in the Senate, SF 245,
rebuttable presumption that the which provides that a juvenile over 12
owner is driving any vehicle involved years accused of committing murder,
in a traffic violation, when only the manslaughter, or aggravated assault
vehicle is identified; SF 338, which is to be certified to the district court for
provides that a person cannot renew prosecution as an adult.
his drivers license or re-register or
Obscenity
transfer ownership of his car until any
Regulation of obscenity also rears
outstanding traffic warrants are its ugly head. Companion bills HF
disposed of; and HF 87, which admits 310 and SF 113 create an action to
evidence of the speed of a car as enjoin the showing of " obscene"
indicated by radar subject to certain movies at drive-in theaters. HF 393
foundation.
provides felony penalties for the sale
or exhibition of "obscenity" to miGun control
nors while HF 449 would regulate
Gun control is once again before the dissemination of "obscene "
the legislature. Four bills have been materials to both adults and minors.
introduced in the Senate. SF 241 All four bills incorporate the confusing
would regulate pistols by forbidding standards of the Supreme Court's
persons convicted of a felony or Miller decision and describe the
gross misdemeanor or persons who things prohibited with such specificity
are mentally defective to "carry, hold, as to make those portions "obscene"
possess or own a pistol" and by to some readers.
requiring others to obtain a license.
Pot
Violation is a gross misdemeanor or,
SF
505
will
be
of particular interest
if a person is carrying a pistol at the
time he commits or attempts to to many younger persons in
commit a crime of violence, a 3-10 Minnesota. That bill makes the first
year felony. SF 481 makes it a felony two convictions of possession of a
for felons , minors and persons small amount of marijuana petty
adjudicated as dangerous to the misdemeanors punishable by fines of
public under M.S.A. 253A.02 to up to $50 and $100 for the second
purchase a handgun. SF 482 offense. It also specifically pre-empts
requires a license to carry any any local ordinances providing for
firearm. SF 483 prohibits, as a felony, higher penalties.
possession of firearms by felons
and those adjudicated dangerous
to the publ ic and prov ides for
additional, non-suspendable and
non-concurrent sentences of 5-1 O
years for a first offense and 10-25
years for a second offense if a
prohibited person carries or has in his
immediate possession an operable
and accessible firearm.

Juveniles
The Juvenile Justice Subcommittee, chaired by Rep. Ken Nelso~, hc:s ~cheduled four hearings
to inquire into the juvenile justice
system . That subcommittee has
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Death penalty

The death sentence has been
reintroduced in Minnesota by
Senators Baldy Hansen, Ed Schrom
and Lew Larson. SF 518 and 519
provide for capital punishment by
electrocution for convictions of
murder one, kidnapping where a
threat of death is communicated and
causing death while committing
kidnapping where a death threat is
communicated . SF 518 provides for a
separate jury determination on the
question of life imprisonment or
capital punishment and requires
specific findings . The court will make
the ultimate determination and may
accept or reject the recommendation
of the jury. The bill also lists the
aggravating and mitigating circumstances to be taken into account and requires the court to set
forth in writing its findings on which
the death sentence is based.
There are a number of important
bills before the legislature which do
not fit into any particular category but
deserve mention here. The House
bills include: HF 127 affording any
witness the right to be represented by
counsel during grand jury
proceedings ; HF 317 prohibiting an
em ployer from eavesdropping on
his employees ; HF 360 which would
amend the Minnesota Constitution to
implement the Missouri Plan of
merit selection and retention of
judges and do away with contested
elections between candidates; and
HF 148, requiring the commissioner
of corrections to establish a center for
study, assessment and treatment of
antisocial sexual behavior.
On the Senate side of the Capitol,
SF 537 creates the Minnesota
Commission on Criminal Justice
to develop plans for prevention,
detection and control of crime , to
serve as a clearing house and
coordinator for research and
proposals within the criminal justice
system , and to advise state
government on criminal justice
programs. SF 189 would limit
penalties for ordinance violations
to a fine of $300 with no incarceration. However, that bill also provides that failure to pay a fine imposed by a court for a misdemeanor,

petty misdemeanor or ordinance violation is a misdemeanor, thus exposing defendant to incarceration for
debt and raising constitutional problems under the Argersinger decision
which requires court appointed
counsel in all cases where a person
cannot afford private counsel and
potential incarceration is involved.

Committee studies
Committees of both the Senate
and the House are studying general
areas without the aid of specific bills
in order to determine if legislation
should be drafted in the future. The
subcommittee on Juvenile Justice is
mentioned above. In the House, the
Crime Prevention and Corrections
Committee has spent the last month
examining a lengthy recodification of
corrections laws, and is plann ing
several more meetings in the future.
House Advisory Bills containing
specific proposals for the initiation or
alteration of laws or programs of the
state, but not in statutory form for
enactment into law, have been
introduced to review statutes and
enforcement practices pertaining to
prostitution and to create a state legal
services corporation to provide legal
services to the poor.
In the Senate , Sen . George
Perpich is chairing a · special
subcommittee which is examining_
proposals to close state penal and
mental institutions and to develop
community corrections programs.
Sen. Robert Tennessen 's Judicial
Administration Subcommittee has
held hearings on the proposals to
merge the District and County Courts
into one single-tiered trial court and is
expected to receive the report of the
Supreme Court's Select Committee
on the Judicial System which has
been examining court unification for
the past eight months. The Judicial
Administration Subcommittee has
also been holding hearings on the
public defender systems in Minnesota with an eye toward a state
legal services corporation to provide
legal services for Minnesota's poor.
Finally, the Legislative Commission
on Organized Crime, created last
session and chaired by Sen . Winston
Borden, has issued its report to the
legislature. That report contains a
number of specific recommendations
for legislation as well as a
recommendation to continue funding
the commission and to expand its
inquiries into organized crime in
Minnesota.
Copies of bills may be obtained,
without charge, from either the
Secretary of the Senate or the Clerk
of the House. Both are located on the
second floor of the capitol. By calling
Senate Index (296-2887) or House
Index (296-6646) you can find out the
file numbers of any bills dealing with a
specific subject, the authors of those
bills, which committee they are
referred to and the location of a bill at
any particular time .
Subcommittee and committee
meetings are open to the public and
agendas are published in the
Minneapolis Tribune and the St.
Paul Pioneer Press on the days preceding the meetings. In addition, information may be obtained by contacting the committee secretaries.
The legislature is willing to listen to
views of citizens and welcomes input
from interested parties. If anything
mentioned in this article is of interest
to you, look into it. If something goes
through that you don 't approve of,
you had your chance.

Caveat
One final note of interest. On Feb.
13th, Reps. Mccarron and Simonson
introduced HF 426. It was referred to
the House Judiciary Committee. HF
426 proposes a constitutional
amendment which would prohibit
attorneys at law from being senators
or representatives. It has not been
heard yet, but keep an eye out.
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First local black attorney was scholar, activist
by Duane Galles
Every year in February the nation
observes Black History Week. The
legal profession has always shown a
keen interest in its own history and,
hence, it is fitting to take note of its
illustrious black members. At the turn
of the century William Richard Morris
was such a man.
He arrived in Minneapolis in 1889
- the first black lawyer to practice in
Hennepin County-and quickly rose
to a position of eminence in the city.
One of his fellow Minneapolitans declared, " He is conceded one of the
most talented and one of the most
highly esteemed members of the bar
of this city. " Another contemporary,
belying his Spencerian social
philosophy, proclaimed him " a magnificenttype of that manhood which is
discouraged at no task, and finally,
through dint of perservering work,
achieves a success which makes him
marked among his fellows."
William Richard Morris was born
near Flemingsburg, Ky . , on
Washington's birthday 1859. His
parents, Hezekiah Morris and
Elizabeth Hopkins, were both free
Negroes and members of the Prosperous black bourgeoisie. Like most
members of that class they were both
of mixed descent. Morris family tradition relates that William's paternal
great grandmother was born in England and a member of the English
nobility. His great grandfather was a
slave. On the maternal side he was
also partly of English descent. His
mother Elizabeth Hopkins was born
free . His father Hezekiah was born a
slave but, being a skilled tradesman,
he saved enough money to buy his
freedom .
William was orphaned at age two
and his mother then moved to New
Richmond, Ohio, after the Civil War
where he was educated in public and
private schools. Later he attended
the public schools in Cincinnati as
well as a Catholic school there and in

Chicago. At age seventeen he entered. Fisk University, the well-known
black college in Nashville, Tenn .

prayer meetings. Moral behavior was
taken to mean no dancing, smoking
or card - playing. Sex, of course, was
severely repressed.

Fisk was early
black college

The new black schools placed their
mark on their students, separating
them from the culture of the black
masses , and training them in
bourgeois culture. The black
bourgeoisie as a result acquired a
strong taste for classical English literature and music. But whatever its
tendencies, the quality injected into
the college by the New England mis-

Fisk University was still a fledgling
institution at that time. It was one of
fourteen institutions (including Howard University and Atlanta University)
established by the Freedman 's
Bureau after the Civil War. E. P.
Smith and Erastus Milo Cravath of
the American Missionary Association
of New York along with John Ogden
of the Western Freedman's Committee of Cincinnati (a Minnesotan , incidentally) met to establish a school for
blacks at Nashville and, receiving the
use of a military hospital there from
General Clinton B. Fisk, named their
school for its first benefactor. The institution began as a grade school but
then progressed with its students to
the high school, normal school and
college levels.
This is, of course, little different
from the general trend in American
education. It was not until the third
quarter of the nineteenth century that
American colleges shed their high
school ways and became universities
in the true sense.
In 1875 E. M. Cravath became
Fisk's first president. William Morris
entering in 1876 was thus a member
of the second college class. Fisk
maintained its connection with the
northern missionary association until
1912 and this meant a strong northern character to the education at
Fisk. For one thing the New England
tradition of piety and morality was inculcated. There was mandatory
chapel once or twice a day. At the
chapel exercises students heard the
reading of the Bible, which was followed by a prayer and a practical application. The pious teachings at
chapel were reinforced by weekly

Fisk he studied law and in 1887 was
admitted to the Illinois bar. Out of a
group of twenty-seven to sit for the
bar examination, he was tied with two
other candidates for first place. The
same year he was admitted to the
Tennessee bar and practiced both in
Nashville and Chicago before coming to Minneapolis in the summer of
1889.
He was the first Afro-American
lawyer in Hennepin county but he
quickly established an extensive
practice with a large and representative clientele. He handled a number
of important cases practicing both in
the civil and criminal fields. In 1912
he was admitted to practice before
the United States Supreme Court. He
was known for the logic of his argument, the vigor of his thought and the
accuracy of his expression. A contemporary summarized: "He displays
keen discernment in the solution of
intricate problems of the law and few
lawyers have made a more lasting
impression upon the bar of the city."

Early civil
rights pioneer

William R. Morris
sionary was high. And William Morris
was among the best of its students.
He graduated in 1884 magna cum
laude from the classical (Latin)
course and then remained with his
alma mater as an instructor. He was
the only black instructor on the staff of
twenty-five at Fisk. While teaching at

He was keenly interested in civil
rights. In 1891 he served as president
of the Afro-American State League
and in 1893 he was one of the founders of its successor, the Minnesota
branch of the American Law Enforcement League. When the
NAACP, established in 1910, came
to Minneapolis in 1914, William Morris was elected to its executive committee. In 1913, when an antimiscegination law was proposed in
Minnesota , he and other AfroAmerican leaders lobbied against it
and the bill was defeated. He was a
man of considerable political influence in Minnesota, being the leader
of the black Republicans of the state.
It will be remembered that at that time

most blacks still voted for the party of
the Great Emancipator.
His interests were broad. He was a
member of the Charter Commission
of Minneapolis. In those days it was a
rather elite group of dedicated citizens . He was also a member of
Plymouth Congregational Church,
one of the most prestigious churches
in the city. It was also one of the most
socially- committed congregations in
the city - extremely active in social
welfare schemes. It especially endeavored to Christianize and
Americanize the flood of Scandinavian immigrants who poured into
Minneapolis in the 1880s and 1890s.
Plymouth Church ran a day-care
center and a vocational school in its
attempts to bring God to these masses and to ease the transition of this
new group into American society.
Morris, by then an established
member of the American middle
class, was doubtless proud oi the social commitment of his church towards these recent immigrants to
America.
Like most of the black bourgeoisie,
Morris, after his church, placed most
importance on fraternal organizations. He was, for example, a thirtythird degree (coloured) Scottish Rite
Mason and grand secretary of the
Minnesota Grand Masonic Lodge,
deputy supreme chancellor and
brigadier general of the Knights of
Pythias,- and most venerable patriarch of the Grand United Order of
Odd Fellows. He was also a member
of organizations which bespoke his
liberal education, such as the Clio
Club and the English and Ancient Literature Clubs.
In 1896 he married Anna M. La
Force of Pullman, Ill., and had two
children, Richard Edward born in
1900 and Elizabeth Zellouise born in
1915. After practicing law in Minneapolis thirty-five years, he retired
and died a few years later in 1930,
one of Minnesota's leading lawyers.

With the only complete title plants in Hennepin and
Ramsey Counties, we expect you to call us often. So
we're prepared. With an experienced staff ready to
give you SuperService. Call us on any title matter
- often.

May

Grads

Call Minnesota Title for
Minnesota Bar Review, Inc. will be accepting applications soon for its summer 1975 course.
The course features:
live lectures by an outstanding faculty.
- newly revised and updated study materials.
- air conditioned lecture facilities.
-all lectures taped for review at
O'Shaughnessy language lab.
- convenient location (St. Thomas College).
The summer 1975 informational brochure will been
be available in the William Mitchell office.

r

In MINNEAPOLIS call

In ST. PAUL call

332-5111

222-4461

A
Ext.

For further information, call or write:

MINNESOTA BAR
REVIEW, INC.
P.O. Box 16302
St. Paul, Minnesota 551 16
(612) 690-5132

ABSTRACT DEPT.
Order and pick-up
Progress of order
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ESCROW DEPT.
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ACCOUNTING DEPT.
TITLE INSURANCE
INFORMATION
Placing order
Progress of order
NAME SEARCH
INFORMATION

203
287
273
201
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231
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"
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A
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ABSTRACT DEPT.
Order and pick-up
Progress of order
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'
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24
40 or4 l

TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY OF MINNESOTA
DOWNTOWN

SOUTH DALE

400 Second Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55401
332-5111

6700 france Avenue South
Edina, MN 55435
925-4440
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Health foods join 'iunk' foods in machines
by Edward Lief
avoid the congestion engulfing the
Anyone who assumes that one lounge area machines during break
student cannot bring about changes periods.
at William Mitchell should take note of
Ruddy decided to find out who was
the story behind the changes being in charge of the operation and then
made in the school's food vending try to have some changes made.
machines.
She learned that since late 1968,
For the first time, vending the SBA has had an agreement with
machines have been installed on the Dahlco Company, the owner of the
third floor, and "health foods" are machines, under which the SBA rebeing offered.
ceives 20 percent of the gross from
The one person most directly re- coffee and pop sales and 10 percent
sponsible for this is Margaret Ruddy, of the gross from sales of candy,
a first year student who is the section snacks and cigarettes. (Because untwo representative on the Student sold milk and sandwiches frequently
Bar Association (SBA).
have to be thrown away to avoid
A native of upstate New York, spoilage, the SBA receives nothing
Ruddy had seen vending machines from those sales.)
at the New York State Capitol at AlThe SBA, Dean Douglas Heidenbany which contained "many health- reich, and Don Dahling of Dahlco
ful items." In contrast, she felt the were all readily agreeable to installmachines at Mitchell offered less nu- ing machines on the third floor and to
tritious and lower quality food.
offering "health foods" in some of the
Furthermore, a number of students machines.
in section two asked her to try to have
The results so far:
vending machines installed on the
• There are now two machines on
third floor, so as to enable students the third floor: one sells pop, the other
having classes on the third floor to potato chips, chocolate bars, gum,

and "health food" candy such as
carob bars and Tiger's Milk bars.
• Oranges and apples are now included in the lounge area sandwich
machine.
By mid-March there are to be two
new coffee machines and one new
pop machine downstairs. And plans
call for offering yogurt and sugar-free
gum as well.
· How are the new items selling?
Ruddy told the Opinion, " everything
is moving well." During an average
month the school's machines were
taking in about $2,000, she said. But
in the last month that jumped to
$2,505.05. Although she is not sure
this is due entirely to the new offerings , Ruddy interprets the big increase in sales as indicating there is
indeed student demand for " haffway
decent food that's good for you."
Furthermore, the SBA benefits from
the increase in sales.
Asked about the fact that some of
the "health food" bars cost 30 cents
each, Ruddy replied that Dahling is

keeping costs down as much as possible but had to raise some of the
prices from 25 cents when the price
he paid increased . She said, "As long
as his prices. stay the same, he will
maintain the prices at the status
quo."
Ruddy has a matter-of-fact approach when talking about the

changes she has been able to accomplish: "It's just as easy to put in
one particular type of food as
another. We needed a better selection. So I found the avenues of authority and simply pursued it." She
added, "It's not too hard to get
changes if you pursue it properly
through the right channels."

Annual Wine-Tasting
Party
When:
Friday, Mar. 14, 9 p.m.

Where:
WMCL 101-103

How much:
$1 per person, 150 tickets available first come first serve at the Used Bookstore beginning Monday, Mar. 10.

Featuring
1O Meier's wines, cheese and crackers, film, door
prizes.

SBA-----PAD
Where your
•.,.· new look begins

•

-

~ame:rsR
Hair styling for men & women
Manicures • Bodywaves
Facials • Tinting

2038 Ford Parkway (Highland)
St. Paul

William Mitchell's snackatorium
now offers such healthful
goodies as apples, oranges
and tiger's milk and carob
candy bars. Next: Yogurt
and sugar-free gum.

Appointments available
699-3788 or 690-2475

)

( local business directory
WHY BUY AT

When you patronize
local businesses,
tell them you saw
their ads in the
OPINION.

Thomas Liquors?
CORNER OF GRAND & PRIOR
CLOSEST TO SCHOOL (2 BLOCKS)

FOOD TO 60

651 So. Cleveland

698-9792
KEG BEER IN STOCK
NEW BEER WAREHOUSE (SUPER PRICES)

DELICATESSEN
BAKERY
RESTAURANT

Real Jewish Foods
Handmade Desserts
Hot Bagels - Kaisers
Rye Bread
From Our Own Ovens

THAT'S WHY GOOD TIMES
START AT THOMAS LIQUOR

"Fine clothing at a convenient location."
HOURS:
MON.-10 to 9
TUES-10 to 6
WED-10 to 6
THURS-10 to 9
FRl-10 to 6 ·
SAT-10 to 5:30

For lunch • For dinner • For popovers
No liquor

800 S. Cleveland
(across, from Powers in Highland Park)

1666 Grand Ave. • St. Paul, Minn. 55105
699-1708
"Only six blocks from WMCL."

698-0724
OPEN SUNDAYS
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sports
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - b y Lou Tilton

Hoop season less than sensation
A gym was finally found, or re- heated encounter, the Hatchets won
found, I guess you would call it. The out. The Hatchets then moved into
St. Paul Seminary has again gra- the championship game against the
ciously allowed us to use their facili- Bulls (1-1 ). The Bulls advanced to the
ties on Sunday nights on a temporary championship by coasting through
basis.
their semi-final game with a default.
A hastily conjured basketball pro- And the big game was not that big as
gram has been set up. The results the Bulls tried to get hot and the
were not overwhelming. A total of Hatchets .just attempted to have
about five and one-half teams en- enough endurance to play this sectered the league. Of these teams, ond game.
many (which is a lot when you have
The most controversial dispute of
fewer than six teams) did not have the night came at the end of the third
enough players. Scheduled games quarter when it was discovered that
were riddled with forfeits as players certain points the Hatchets had
failed to show up because they had to scored had been credited to the
study, were sick, injured or out of Bulls. Once that was resolved , the
town.
Hatchets went on to maintain their
The only bright aspect of the many lead and defeat the Bulls 41-37. The
forfeits was the fact that it made game, although not a gem by any
available people who could be standards, was enjoyed by those
coerced into acting as referees for who played .
the teams that did show. The only ' I have tried to compile the factors
requirement was that they had to be that contributed to the relatively unable to endure a lot of abuse.
successful program this winter comIn spite of everything, a basketball pared to last winter (last winter there
tournament was staged. Mottinger's were fourteen teams that played
Marauders (2-0) faced Hanley' s games over an eight week period).
Hatchets (2-0, both wins by forfei- The things I came up with were: me;
ture) in the first semi-final game. In a the continued uncertainty of any
close contest, marred only by a little available facilities; the late start of the
good basketball playing and a single program ; playing on Sundays versus

Saturdays; most of the active students have graduated; the teachers
are giving more homework; and/or
Sunday Night at the Movies has been
exceptional lately.
Renewed efforts will be made next
year to secure a gym that will be
available for a definite time period on
Saturday mornings.

one player said that even with the
predicted cold weather, he did not
think the Bombers could be colder
than they were in their last two
championship games. This time
mother nature, lady luck, father time,
or whoever smiled upon them. No
other team signed up.

The one bright aspect about this
year's program was that because we
were allowed access to the St. Paul
.Seminary gym students were able to
take advantage of the handball and
paddleball courts. These facilities
would probably not have been available in the normal gym.

Interested students said that it was
too cold , but you cannot entirely discount the allegation of the Bomber
who remarked that all the others were
just afraid. By default and the
Bombers' willingness to take a
championship any way they can get
it, the Como Bombers are the champions of the First William Mitchell
Winter Football Tournament.

Bombers finally
win one

The St. Paul Seminary gym is still
available to Mitchell students on
Sunday nights, 6-9 p.m., until further
notice.

Congratulations must be given to
the Como Bombers. After losing in
two Class A championship football
games, they finally won a football
championship this winter. The Bombers endured subzero weather and
entered a football team in the outdoor
tournament scheduled on the
weekend of Feb. 8. Needless to say,
they were hungry for a victory. Still,

Softball coming
Softball, which is the next
scheduled sport, will begin sometime
after finals. Suggestions as to the
best night to schedule a field are requested so that the optimal number
of students, staff and spouses who
want to play can .

Top-flight play
isn't everything ...

f

Como Bombers, winter football tourney winners, top from left,
Nick Schaps, Lou Tilton, Herb Viergutz, Al Thiel; bottom, John
Warp, Scott Ti/sen, Al Shapiro.

When
water alone
is not
enough ...

LUX LIQUORS
149 N. Snelling
646-8644

There's a New Sign
at the Corner of Hospitality

Hanley's Hatchets stage lineup, from left, Bruce Hanley, John Warp, Steve Guy, Jim Peterson, Eric
Magnuson, Lou Tilton, Bob McCollum.

Turitto,s Pizza
Randolph at Cleveland
698-1001
Pizza -

EATIN

Submarines

GRAND~

REQVRDBIN
CLEANERS

226-2641
644 GRAND

TAKE OUT

w

690-2388
2014 FORD PARKWAY
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA

rgGRANDVIEW
LIQUOR STORE

Open 'til 8 p.m. M-F
'til 10 p.m. Sat.

Melns Lounge-Randolph and Snelling
699-2227

"Prices law
students can
afford."

1818 Grand Ave. at Fairview-St. Paul
From Mitchell: East on Summit to Fairview
·
turn left, go one block.
'
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Judge Kalina limits
local Gallo boycott
by David Cohoes
As a result of violence and mass
arrests in California, the United Farm
Workers of America (UFW) has
curtailed strike activities in favor of
consumer boycotts of head lettuce,
grapes and Gallo wines .
Johnson Brothers Wholesale Liquor Co. of St. Paul, the exclusive
distributor of Gallo products in the
southern half of Minnesota, obtained
a state court injunction against the
UFW and its local organizers on Feb.
6 which may seriously curtail the effectiveness of the local Gallo boycott.
Johnson Brothers, through its attorneys , Stanley Shandeling and
Felix Phillips, filed its complaint on
Jan. 10 following a renewal of the
Gallo boycott on New Year's Eve.
Hennepin County District Court
Judge Harold Kalina first issued an
injunction against the UFW on Jan.
17, and then issued the Feb. 6 injunction to clarify the earlier one. The Feb.
6 injunction orders the UFW to:
• Have no more than three pickets
at a liquor store ;
• Not to talk to liquor store owners
after picketing starts;
• To change its signs so that ''TO
THE CONSUMER" is in as large letters as "ON STRIKE" ;
• To discontinue the use of UFW
"Huelga" ("strike" in Spanish) flags.
Before issuing the injunction ,
Judge Kalina had to reject UFW contentions that:
• They were involved in a lawful
consumer boycott not an unlawful
secondary boycott;
• Agricultural laborers are not subject to the restrictions of the Secondary Boycott Act; 1
• The injunction is barred by
Minnesota's "Little Norris - LaGuardia Act. " 2
• The enjoined expressions and
activities are protected by First
Amendment rights of speech and assembly.

'Illegal secondary
boycott' claimed
The gist of Johnson Brothers'
complaint is that UFW picketing at
liquor stores urging consumers not to
buy Gallo products constituted an illegal secondary boycott. Picketing to
persuade customers of a secondary
employer (one against which there is
no labor dispute) not to shop at the
secondary employer until it stops
doing business with a primary employer (against which there is a labor
dispute) is an unlawful secondary
boycott. Picketing to persuade customers of a secondary employer not
to purchase the products of the primary employer is a lawful consumer
boycott.
Judge Kalina held that the UFW
was engaged in an unlawful secondary boycott because its signs did not
say "TO THE CONSUMER" in as
large letters as " ON STRIKE," and
because of the large number of pickets used at many stores. He ordered

••
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with TCF savings.
Twin City Federal is a legal depository for
fiduciary or administrative savings accounts. And
a TCF account could be the perfect place for the
custodial, estate, or trust funds in your care.
For liquid reserve funds , try a TCF Passbook/
Passcard account. You'll have access to the funds
whenever they ' re needed ... and they ' ll earn a
solid 51/4 % per year, compounded quarterly. Accounts are insured to $20,000 by an agency of the
federal government.
the change in signs , discontinuation
of use of the flags and limitation of the
number of pickets.
Judge Kalina also held that agricultural laborers, who are excluded from
the protection of both federal and
state labor laws, are nonetheless
subject to the prohibitions of the state
Secondary Boycott Act and that the
" Little Norris - LaGuardia Act" is not
applicable to injunctions sought for
violations of the Secondary Boycott
Act.
Congress passed the Norris LaGuardia Act3 in 1932 to stop the
widespread abuse of federal court injunctions to break strikes and
boycotts. Minnesota passed its own
" Little Norris - LaGuardia Act" in
1933 to limit the abuse of state court
injunctions.
UFW attorneys Kenneth Enke! and
Robert Metcalf presented a legislative histo ry of the Secondary Boycott
Act, passed In 1947, which indicated
that the legislature had considered
and then rejected making the " Little
Norris - LaGuardia Act" inapplicable
to the Secondary Boycott Act.
Judge Kalina, in his memorandum
opinion, rejected this argument, holding that, "The statutory history shown
by the defendants shows only that
the legislature considered the interpretation now given the statutes by
this court and decided to leave such
matters of statutory interpretation to
the judicial branch. "
Footnotes
1. Minn. Stat. § 179.40 et. seq.
2. Minn . Stat. ch. 185.
3. 29 u.s.c. §§ 101-115.

Mitchell prof honored
by Bruce Douglas
Philip L Bruner, instructo r in government contracts. was named one
of ten " Outstanding Young Minnesotans " for 1975 by the Minnesota
Jaycees Feb. 8.
Bruner, 35 ,joined the faculty of William Mitchell in 1970. He also has
conducted classes in government
contracts for laymen.
A total of 45 candidates, nominated by Jaycee chapters throughout
the state of Minnesota, were judged
in three of 13 areas, in c ludin g
academic achievement and leadership, legal reform and contributions
to the community.

Help your clients

Removing Gallo
products from
the shelves in
California.

Call any of the TCF offices
for detailed information on
how we can help you ... and
help you help your clients.
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Bruner

of the St. Paul Area Chamber of
Commerce , St. Paul Winter Carnival
Association and the St. Paul Urban.
Bruner's civic achievements in- Coalition.
clude serving as president of the St.
As president of the St. Paul
Paul Jaycees in 1973-74. Bruner also Jaycees he helped establish a
has served on the boards of directors Jaycee Housing Corp. to aid in im-

proving housing in the inner city.
Teaching at William Mitchell has
Among Bruner's contributions to been an enjoyable experience for
the legal community is his1hree-year him, and Bruner would recommend it
chairmanship of the Ramsey County t o other lawyers. " I find Ir ve ry
Bar Association 's Special Committee stimu lating. I'm all in favor of lawyers
on Children and th e Law (1970-72). being involved in teaching," he said.
He has also participated in seminars
In regard to the rigorous schedule
conducted jointly by the universities of working and learning pursued by
of Minnesota and Wisconsin, lectur- most Mitchell students Bruner exing on the subject of government con- pressed the belief that "anyone can
tracts.
achieve whatever he wants if he is
Since 1971 Bruner has been a willing to put in the time.
partner in the St. Paul law finn of
" I've always admired the students
Briggs and Morgan.
of William Mitchell," he said.
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Service of Process
Repossessing

Lawrence O'Donnell
Constable
bonded

644-7812
1207 Thomas Ave., St. Paul

